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Join APSA's RAISE the Vote Campaign

Share the work of political scientists to encourage student civic engagement

Contribute to the American Political Science Association's (APSA) RAISE the Vote Campaign, a nonpartisan initiative that aims to provide political science faculty with the tools needed to effectively encourage student registration, voting, and democratic engagement. RAISE stands for “Resources to Amplify and Increase Student Engagement.” The campaign includes accessible blog post contributions from political scientists highlighting their research, teaching, and campus engagement related to civic engagement and voting. #RAISEtheVote #CivicEngagement #2020Elections

Interested in contributing a blog post to the campaign?
Send the following information to Dr. Tanya Schwarz, APSA’s Director of Teaching & Learning, at tschwarz@apsanet.org:

- Name, affiliation, and contact info
- Brief summary of post proposal
- Preferred monthly theme to feature the post
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